
The compound microscope uses two lenses—the ocular lens and the
objective lens—to magnify an object. Figure 1 shows the parts of a
microscope and explains what they do.
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Objective lenses: These three lenses are

just above the object, or specimen, that

you view. The low-power lens magnifies

the specimen about four times (4�). The

medium-power lens magnifies by ten

times (10�), and the high-power lens

magnifies by forty times (40�).

Revolving nosepiece: This rotates

so that the objective lenses can be

changed.

Stage: This platform has an opening

in it just under the objective lenses.

You place your slide on the stage, with

the object you want to view above the

opening. Clips hold the slide in place. 

Diaphragm: This controls the

amount of light that reaches the

object you are viewing.

Fine-adjustment knob:
This is used only with

the medium-power

and high-power lenses.

It brings the object into

sharp focus. You use

it only after you have

located the object under

low magnification using

the coarse-adjustment

knob.

Coarse-adjustment knob:
This is used to move the object

into focus. It is only used with

the low-power lens. 

Light source: You need light

below the object to see it clearly.

Some microscopes use a mirror

as the light source. 

Ocular lens: This is the lens that you look

through. It is also called the eyepiece. The

ocular lens usually magnifies the image

produced by the objective lens by 10�.

Figure 1
The parts of a microscope
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Preparing a Slide of Onion Skin 
When you want to view an object under a microscope, you place it
on a thin rectangular piece of glass called a The object on
the slide is then covered with a thin glass square called a 
A glass slide and cover slip are shown in Figure 2.

Preparing a slide takes practice. You must learn how to make a
specimen thin, so that light can shine through the slide. You must
also learn how to place a cover slip over a specimen. Follow these
steps to make a slide of a piece of onion skin.

cover slip.
slide.

Cover slip

Slide

Figure 2

Be careful when
handling glass slides
and cover slips. The
edges of the slides
can be rough.

1. Use tweezers to remove the thin skin,
or membrane, from the inside of a
layer of an onion. 

2. Place a small piece of onion skin on a
slide. Try not to trap any air bubbles
under the skin.

3. Use an eyedropper to place a drop
of water on the onion skin.

4. Hold a cover slip between your thumb
and forefinger. Place the edge of the
cover slip on one side of the skin at a
45° angle. Carefully lower the cover
slip to cover the skin. Gently tap the
slide with the eraser end of a pencil
to remove any air bubbles.



Focusing a Microscope 
Every time you look at a slide under a microscope, you need to focus
the microscope twice: once with the coarse-adjustment knob and
once with the fine-adjustment knob. Follow these steps to learn how
to focus, so that you can view an object clearly.
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Watch the stage
as you use the
coarse-adjustment
knob so that the
lens doesn't break
the slide and get
damaged.

1. Turn the nosepiece so that you are
looking through the low-power
objective lens.

2. For your safety, pick up your slide
by the edges using your thumb and
forefinger. This will also ensure that
nothing touches your specimen.
Place your slide on the stage. Make
sure that the specimen is above the
opening. Move the clips over the
slide to secure it in place. 

3. Turn the coarse-adjustment knob
slowly until the slide is in focus. Be
careful that the lens does not touch
the slide. You may need to adjust the
diaphragm to increase or decrease
the light. What can you see?
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4. Turn the nosepiece to the
medium-power lens.

5. Use the fine-adjustment knob
to bring the slide into focus.
How has the image changed?

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
1. Which part(s) of a microscope perform each job described below?

• holding the slide in place
• magnifying the specimen you are viewing
• turning so that you can use the lens you want 
• focusing the specimen

2. Why would you not want air bubbles trapped under or over a
specimen?

3. Why should you not allow the lens to touch the slide?

TRY THIS: TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
Skills Focus: observing

Now that you have learned how to use a microscope, you can take a
closer look at some of the things around you. Prepare slides of salt, chalk
dust, a leaf, and a thin slice of cork, or anything else you think would be
interesting. Look at the slides under a microscope. What do you see?

Never use the
coarse-adjustment
knob with the
high-power lens
as it can break
the cover slip or
damage the lens.


